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TITLE/AUTHOR/DATE FORMAT MEDIA ARTWORK 

(hxw)

DESCRIPTION ITEM ID COMMENTS

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Charlotte and Henri in their 

pyjamas. Noted as "Charlotte, 

Henry - Pyjamas".

BG 1134 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm One coloured and four black 

ink illustrations of Charlotte in 

various poses - back, front, 

side, 3/4 facing away and 3/4 

facing forward views.

BG 1135 Good condition. There 

are four separate pieces 

to these illustrations.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm One coloured illustration of 

Henri, pink striped jumper, blue 

jeans, facing forward, a black 

ink illustration side view of 

Henri and a 3/4 view of Henri 

facing away.

BG 1136 Good condition. The 

illustrations are on a 

smaller piece attached to 

the main piece.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Charlotte's mother, pink shirt, 

black cargo pants, facing 

forward, and two black ink 

illustrations of her side view 

and 3/4 facing away.

BG 1137 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Henri's father, blue checked 

shirt, blue trousers, facing 

forward, and two black ink 

illustrations of his side view 

and 3/4 facing away.

BG 1138 Good condition.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Henri's mother, black top, 

brown skirt, facing forward, 

and two black ink illustrations 

of her side view and 3/4 facing 

away.

BG 1139 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Henri's mother from the waist 

down wearing brown pants and 

blue sneakers together with 

two black ink illustrations of her 

from the waist down of her side 

view and 3/4 facing away. 

Noted as "Henry's mum (2)".

BG 1140 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Cousin Pierre, brown top, blue 

shorts, facing forward, and two 

black ink illustrations of his 

side view and 3/4 facing away.

BG 1141 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Cousin Pierre dressed as a 

firemen and a black ink 

illustration of him facing 3/4 

away. Noted as "Pierre, 

fireman".

BG 1142 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm Two coloured illustrations of 

Cousin Pierre dressed as a 

firemen, one of him facing 

forward. The other facing 3/4 

away. Noted as "Pierre, 

fireman (2)".

BG 1143 Good condition.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of one of 

Charlotte's friends wearing a 

blue cap, striped top and white 

shorts. Two other black ink 

illustrations of her side view 

and 3/4 facing away.

BG 1144 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of one of 

Charlotte's friends wearing a 

pink singlet and blue shorts. 

Two other black ink 

illustrations of her side view 

and 3/4 facing away.

BG 1145 Good condition. These 

illustrations are in two 

parts taped together.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of one of 

Charlotte's friend wearing a 

white shirt with red hearts and 

a blue skirt. Two other black 

ink illustrations of her side view 

and 3/4 facing away.

BG 1146 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Charlotte's friend, Rosie, 

wearing a pink shirt  and a blue 

skirt. Two other black ink 

illustrations of her side view 

and 3/4 facing away. Noted as 

"Rosie".

BG 1147 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Rosie's father wearing an 

Indian dhoti and a brown 

waistcoat. Two black ink 

illustrations of his side view 

and 3/4 facing away. Noted as 

"Rosie's father".

BG 1148 Good condition.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A black ink illustration of a 

young woman facing forward, a 

coloured illustration of the 

young woman's side view. She 

is wearing a dark blue top and 

blue pants. Also a black ink 

illustration of her facing 3/4 

away.

BG 1149 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured side view of a lady 

with a bun in her hair and 

money purse around her waist 

and a black ink illustration of 

her facing forward. Noted as 

"Bird seller".

BG 1150 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of a 

large man wearing a yellow 

singlet with the word "Acme" 

and green shorts. There are 

also black ink illustrations of 

his side view and 3/4 facing 

away. Noted as "Removalist".

BG 1151 Good condition. The 

bottom left corner has 

been torn off.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A black ink illustration of a 

teddy bear standing beside 

Henri. Noted as "Actual size". 

A coloured illustration of a 

ragged teddy bear and black 

ink illustrations of a side view 

and 3/4 facing away view of the 

bear. Noted as "Edward".

BG 1152 Good condition.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A black ink side view of a toy 

dog, a coloured side view of 

the toy dog and a black ink 

front facing view of the toy dog. 

There is also a black ink 

illustration of the toy bear used 

for comparison of size. Noted 

as "Charlotte's toy (Opening 

sequence)".

BG 1153 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A black ink illustration of the 

teddy bear,  coloured and 

black ink illustrations of dolls 

called Coco and Natalie, a 

bear called Jaspar and a rabbit 

tea cosy called Tea.

 BG 1154 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm Coloured and black ink 

illustrations of a toy Toucan 

and a china rabbit as well as a 

black ink illustration of the 

teddy bear. Noted as "The Mad 

Toucan" and "China Rabbit".

BG 1155 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm Coloured illustrations of toys: a 

hand puppet, a goat, a sheep, 

a rabbit and an owl. There is a 

black ink sketch of a toy bear 

for comparison. Noted as 

"Charlotte's toys".

BG 1156 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm Two black ink and one 

coloured illustration of a toy 

mouse. There is also a black 

ink sketch of a human hand for 

comparison. Noted as 

"Marvin".

BG 1157 Good condition. The 

illustration of the 

coloured mouse and part 

of the hand is on a 

separate piece taped to 

the main piece.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A black ink, head on view of a 

wombat and a coloured side 

view of the wombat. Noted as 

"Charlotte's toy box".

BG 1158 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A black ink, side view of 

Humpty Dumpty and a 

coloured front view of Humpty. 

There is also a black ink 

sketch of the toy bear for 

comparison. Noted as 

"Humpty".

BG 1159 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink 21.0 x 29.7 cm Black ink illustrations of a front 

view of Kim the dog and 1/4 

front view of Kim facing to the 

right. Noted as "Kim's mouth".

BG 1160 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink 29.3 x 41.7 cm Black ink illustrations of a small 

poodle-like dog and a large 

savage dog. Noted as "Fifi, 

Chopper".

BG 1161 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, blue 

pencil

16.6 x 25.1 cm Similar to the above illustration 

but on a smaller piece of 

tracing paper. There is no 

notation.

BG 1162 Good condition. There is 

a circular piece missing 

from the top right corner.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink 28.1 x 21.7 cm Four, black ink front views of 

Kim the dog on tracing paper.

BG 1163 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, blue 

pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm Kim the dog licks Henri's face. 

Henri is sitting on a chair.

BG 1164 Good condition. There is 

a small piece missing 

from the top right edge 

near the green paint 

stroke.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of Kim 

the dog licking Henri's face. 

Henri is sitting on a chair. The 

illustration is framed in brown.

BG 1165 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm Four coloured illustrations of 

Kim the dog in both side views, 

front view and 3/4 facing away. 

There is also a black ink, front 

view of Kim sitting on his 

haunches. Noted as "Kim".

BG 1166 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink 29.3 x 41.7 cm Four black ink illustrations of 

Kim the dog -all front views, 

one sitting, three standing 

where two are of Kim shaking 

his head. Noted as "Kim (2)".

BG 1167 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, blue 

pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A lady wearing a hat, a fur 

stole and high heels holds the 

lead of her small poodle-like 

dog who is chasing the rear 

end of a larger dog. Noted as 

"Fifi 2".

BG 1168 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured, 1/4 facing forward 

view of a lady wearing a green 

checked suit, a hat, a fur stole 

and high heels. Also a black 

ink and black pencil illustration 

of the same lady facing forward 

holding the lead of her poodle-

like dog.

BG 1169 Good condition.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A partly coloured illustration of 

the large dog, 'Chopper', being 

held by his owner as he is 

'attacked' by the poodle, 'Fifi'. 

Noted as "Chopper frightened".

BG 1170 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured, front view 

illustration of 'Chopper's' 

owner. Black ink and blue 

pencil illustrations of a side 

view and 3/4 facing away view 

of 'Chopper's' owner.

BG 1171 Good condition. These 

illustrations are in two 

pieces taped to a larger 

backing piece.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured front and side view 

of the large dog, 'Chopper'. 

Also a black ink and blue 

pencil 3/4 facing away 

illustration of 'Chopper'.

BG 1172 Good condition. The 

centre illustration is on a 

separate piece taped to 

the main sheet.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured front view of 'Fifi' 

the poodle-like dog as well as 

a black ink and blue pencil side 

view and a 3/4 facing away 

view of 'Fifi'.

BG 1173 Good condition. The 

illustrations are on two 

separate pieces taped to 

the main piece.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

chalk, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Charlotte at the park gates. 

Noted as "Park gates".

BG 1174 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of the 

front view of a bald man in a 

striped suit and open necked 

shirt. Noted as "Park bench 

man".

BG 1175 Good condition.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

chalk, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of a 

small child crawling towards 

the bald man sleeping in a 

chair with his feet on another 

chair.

BG 1176 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm Black ink illustrations of the 

front and side views of a 

pigeon. Also a coloured 

illustration of the side view of a 

pigeon. Noted as "Pigeon".

BG 1177 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink,  

colour pencil

28.6 x 22.7 cm A partly coloured illustration of 

Charlotte gazing at toys in 

display shelves. Noted as "Toy 

shop".

BG 1178 Good condition. This 

piece is in two parts.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A black ink side view of a man 

with a moustache, wearing a 

suit and tie. A coloured 

illustration of the man with the 

moustache and suit. Noted as 

"Toy shop assistant".

BG 1179 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

chalk

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Charlotte and her mother 

approaching the dance 

academy. Noted as "Ballet 

exterior".

BG 1180 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

chalk, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm a coloured illustration of Henri, 

Charlotte and her mother 

approaching the dance 

academy. There are posters 

on either side of the door. 

Noted as "Ballet exterior".

BG 1181 Good condition. The 

watercolour has caused 

the paper to crinkle in 

parts. There is a small 

overlay above the doors 

of the academy.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm Black ink illustrations of the 

front view and 3/4 facing away 

view of the ballet mistress 

together with a coloured side 

view of her.

BG 1182 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm Black ink illustrations of the 

front view and 3/4 facing away 

view of Charlotte together with 

a coloured side view of her. 

Noted as "Charlotte",

BG 1183 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of Rosie 

facing forward and two black 

ink illustrations of a side view 

and 3/4 facing away view of 

her. Noted as "Rosie (2nd 

version)".

BG 1184 Good condition. There is 

a small piece missing 

from the top right corner.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of 

Angelique facing forward and 

two black ink illustrations of a 

side view and 3/4 facing away 

view of her. Noted as 

"Angelique (2nd version)".

BG 1185 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of one of 

Charlotte's friends, in pink, 

facing forward and two black 

ink illustrations of a side view 

and 3/4 facing away view of 

her. Noted as "Gang member 

one".

BG 1186 Good condition.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A black ink illustration of one of 

Charlotte's friends facing 

forward, a coloured side view 

of the friend, in grey, and a 3/4 

facing away view of her. Noted 

as "Gang member two".

BG 1187 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured  illustration of one 

of Charlotte's friends, in green, 

facing forward and two black 

ink illustrations of a side view 

and a 3/4 facing away view of 

her. Noted as "General ballet 

girl".

BG 1188 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, blue 

pencil

24.6 x 29.7 cm A black ink and blue pencil 

sketch of the interior of the 

ballet school.

BG 1189 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

chalk, colour 

pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of the 

interior of the ballet school with 

six children dancing in a circle. 

Noted as "Charlotte ballet 

scene interior".

BG 1190 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

21.0 x 21.7 cm A partially coloured bird's eye 

view of the street where 

Charlotte and Henri live. Their 

houses are noted. Most of the 

illustration is taken up with a 

nearby park.

BG 1191 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, colour 

pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A partially coloured 

streetscape of the street where 

Charlotte and Henri live. 

Shows 7 two storey houses 

with multiple level buildings in 

the background.

BG 1192 Good condition. This 

piece is in multiple parts 

taped together.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, colour 

pencil

21.0 x 21.7 cm A plan of Charlotte's house 

and garden with notes. Noted 

as "Charlotte's House".

BG 1193 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of the 

front of Charlotte's house. 

Noted as "Charlotte's house".

BG 1194 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

chalk, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of the 

back of Charlotte's house. 

Noted as "Charlotte's house 

from the back garden".

BG 1195 Good condition. This 

consists of two pieces 

taped together. There is 

a small piece missing 

from the bottom left 

corner.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

21.0 x 21.7 cm A coloured sketch of 

Charlotte's bedroom. 

BG 1196 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, colour 

pencil

21.0 x 21.7 cm A coloured sketch of 

Charlotte's bedroom with 

Charlotte and Henri sitting on 

the bed.

BG 1197 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured sketch of 

Charlotte's living room. Noted 

as "Charlotte's living room".

BG 1198 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, colour 

pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured sketch of 

Charlotte's kitchen. Charlotte's 

mother is standing on a 

stepladder on a table painting 

the ceiling. Noted as 

"Charlotte's kitchen".

BG 1199 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, colour 

pencil

21.0 x 21.7 cm A plan of Henri's house and 

garden with notes. Noted as 

Henry's House".

BG 1200 Good condition.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

chalk, colour 

pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured view of Henri's 

house and garden with a shed 

and garden beds. Noted as 

"Henry's House".

BG 1201 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

chalk, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured illustration of the 

front of Henri's house. Noted 

as "Henry's House".

BG 1202 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

chalk, 

watercolour

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured view of  the back of 

Henri's house. Noted as 

"Henry's house from the back".

BG 1203 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink,  

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A black ink and blue pencil 

sketch looking down on Henri's 

bedroom towards the back 

window.

BG 1204 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink,  

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A black ink and blue pencil 

sketch of Henri's bedroom 

from floor level looking towards 

the top of the stairs.

BG 1205 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm Charlotte and Henri peer 

around the door into the 

kitchen. There are two sets of 

notes. Also noted as "Henry's 

hallway (to  kitchen)".

BG 1206 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk

29.3 x 41.7 cm A partially coloured view of 

Henri's kitchen from the 

hallway. Noted as Henry's 

kitchen (1)".

BG 1207 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, colour 

pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A partially coloured view of 

Henri's kitchen looking out the 

back door and back window. 

Noted as Henry's kitchen (2)".

BG 1208 Good condition.
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Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

chalk, colour 

pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm Henri's mother is sitting on a 

garden bench as Charlotte and 

Henri enter the garden through 

the back gate.

BG 1209 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A partially coloured illustration 

of a catapult mounted on a 

wheelbarrow. The catapult 

uses two car batteries as a 

weight and a baseball mitt to 

hold the projectile.

BG 1210 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A partially coloured illustration 

of a catapult mounted on a 

wheelbarrow. The catapult 

uses a car spring as a lever 

and a baseball mitt to hold the 

projectile. Henri's father holds 

the handles of the 

wheelbarrow. Noted as 

"Catapult".

BG 1211 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A partially coloured illustration 

of a catapult mounted on a 

wheelbarrow. The catapult 

uses two car batteries as a 

weight and there is a 

mechanical bird in a saucepan 

at the end of the throwing arm.

BG 1212 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

29.3 x 41.7 cm A coloured side view and a 

black ink plan view of a 

mechanical bird. Noted as 

"Mechanical bird".

BG 1213 Good condition.
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TITLE/AUTHOR/DATE FORMAT MEDIA ARTWORK 

(hxw)

DESCRIPTION ITEM ID COMMENTS

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour

29.8 x 42.0 cm Coloured text, possibly to be 

used as graffiti with other 

illustrations, that feature the 

words 'Bob', 'Sluggo', 'Kat', 

'Sticky' and Wammo!!'. There 

is a black ink sketch of 

Charlotte in the bottom right of 

the piece.

BG 1214 Good condition.

Charlotte and Henri - 

Animation                      

Bob Graham

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

33.5 x 46.1 cm Charlotte, Henri and Cousin 

Pierre walk down a laneway. 

There is bright, coloured graffiti 

on fence on the right. The 

words 'Sluggo', 'Daz' and 

'Sush!' can be read on the 

fence. The formula, E=MC² 

and two 'tags' are written on 

the other fence.

BG 1215 Good condition.
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